
Travis gets up Becky (out of focus) in BG

Travis comes up to her ...takes off pendant

Travis stands and pockets the pendant

With a parting look... He disappears into the field



Reverse: Travis gives a parting to Becky big He leaves and curtain of green obscures 
Becky



High angle Travis enters frame left

Lead travis walks aimlessly...

- a dog barks -

He stops...

Travis calls out—

“Hello?...”

More barking then voices...

Travis: “hello?! Help!... I’m stuck here!”

Tobin os: “hello?” Is someone there?”

Travis looks to direction of voice—
“Tobin, is that you? Where are you?”
Woman os: “honey? What are you doing?”
Tobin os: “there’s a man. I heard him...”



The field of grass...

Travis o.s.: “Tobin, it’s travis!”

Slide right...

On Tobin looking out into field...

Turns to camera—

Tobin: “over there, mommy! You hear him?”

Diagonal move—
Natalie gets out of minivan...

Natalie: “where?”

Natalie enters frame—

Tobin: “in the grass”

Behind Tobin and Natalie.  The dog barks.

Travis o.s.: “hello? Are you on the road?... 
help me! Call somebody!”

Tobin: “he needs help.” Freddy breaks free—



Tobin: “freddy, come back!” Freddy runs across road to the field...

Tobin chases after Freddy... Natalie: “honey, don’t go—“

Freddy disappears into grass... Followed by Tobin...

Natalie o.s.: “Tobin!”

The grass absorbs them entirely. Reverse Natalie steps closer to the road 
looking for tobin. 

‘tobin!”



She turns to camera—

N: “Ross!”

Ross on the phone, Natalie bg...

Ross: “we’ll close when I get back next 
week... just a moment please...”

Ross cups the phone—
R: “Toby! Stay close! Don’t go in there! 
That’s private property... (to phone) hello?
Ross pockets the phone...

Ross heads for the field...

R: “Tobin!”

drop into grass... transition to next scene—



Transition shot...

Tobin o.s.: “hello, mister? Where are you?!”

Finding travis...

Travis: “hey kid! If you’re out of the grass, 
don’t come back in!

360 around travis...

Natalie o.s.: “Tobin! Where are you?”
Tobin o.s.: “I’m over here, mommy!”
...
Travis: “don’t come in here!”

360 con’t...

Ross os: “a little late for that, buddy.”
Travis: “what about your wife?”
...
T: “he’s in a whole shitload of trouble, mister! We all are!”

...go into grass... transition to... find Natalie and Ross...
Natalie: “honey, I’m getting scared.”
Ross: “it’s only a field...”

360 around Natalie and Ross...

Ross: “Tobin don’t let that man get near 
you!... you see him, run!”
Tobin os: “I’m afraid, daddy!”

360 con’t...

Natalie: “you hear that? He went right by us! 
Tobin!”



Natalie splits off from Ross...

Ross: “honey, wait! He went the other way!”

Ross heads into another direction...

Travis o.s.: “stop! Nobody move! That’ll only 
make it worse!”

Transition thru grass

Find travis...

Travis: “hello? I’m not going to hurt you!”

Camera starts to rise above travis...

Travis: “hello?”

Travis panics, starts to walk...

“Hello? Where are you?...”

...Reveal all of them nearby but going in 
completely opposite directions, lost in the 
tall grass.



Diss to moon, pulling out same speed as 
previous shot...

Push in on travis, fetal...

Travis on the ground, has a thought... He does something, we can’t see what...

An ugly urge takes hold of him... thirst... Travis drinks water out of his shoe...

He gags...

Over grass to travis as he spits it water... Travis looks up at grass—

“You’re loving this, aren’t you? This is what 
you like to do? Drive people crazy.”



Travis pov: Low angle on grass...

Waves serenely at him...

ECu on travis getting angry...

ECU match ignites Slow push in as travis tries to burn the 
grass...

Grass fizzles...

Juice douses the flames...

Flame light goes out.  He looks up at the 
grass again—

“Fuck you.”

Low angle: Travis crumples... Pull back, into the grass...



Pulling back from travis till... Grass fills the frame...
(Stitch with next shot)

Ross o.s.: “Tobin?!... Natalie?!”

...then slide right...to transition to the next 
scene.



(Stitch with previous shot)
...sliding right...

Ross o.s.: “okay, rosy-boy. Hold it together. 
Positive thinking.”

Ross pops out... camera leads thru grass...

“That’s how you’re getting outta this... the 
mind that’s light sells right.  The mind 
that’s light sells right...”

Ross gets angry—
“Fuck... fucking kid. If he’s just listened. Or 
his mother woulda acted like one for once 
and kept an eye on him...”

“Tobin!!! Natalie!!!” Ross scans the darkness and reacts to 
something he sees o.c...

Behind Ross—
He walks forward.
Boom up to reveal...

...the rock.



Behind rock—
Boom down as Ross approaches...

Boom down as rock fills frame...

Total blackness...



Blinding sun Jump back...

Boom down... ...find travis sleeping on the ground...

— pained cry of animal —

Travis jolts awake.

Tilt up with travis as he sits up and listens...



Drone shot, skimming over field...

Tobin o.s.: “help! Someone! Heeeelp!”

Rack deep to reveal Mazda parked...

Becky: “hello? Someone out there?”

Close focus on grass
Tobin o.s.: “help me! Help me!”
Becky: “sounds like he’s in real trouble.”
Cal: “ooookay. Better haul him out.”

Becky gets out of car...
B: “hot all of a sudden.”
C: “be careful, don’t fall down into the 
ditch. I’m gonna get this thing off the side 
of the road”

Drone shot: High angle over church—

Cal drives into parking lot...

Car parks...

The humbolt minivan nearby.

Overhead shot—

Becky near the field...

Becky steps into focus...

ECU of her thinking...



Transition shot
Zoom dolly/ drone

Moving lat thru grass...
Hear the sound of stomping feet...

...gain on travis, then keep pace with him...
Stops as he hears becky o.s.:

“There was a guy named McSweeney, who spilled some gin 
on his weenie...”

...Track now in opposite direction.

Cal o.s.: “oh, that’s charming.”
Tobin o.s.: “hey you guys!.. I’m scared”
Cal o.s. “Yes! Okay! Hang on! Becky?...”

Travis can’t believe his ears:
“Becky...?”
Cal o.s.: “Stop, stop. I overshot you 
somehow.”

Camera comes to a rest as travis calls out:

“becky! Cal! Are you there?!”

Diagonal move from behind as travis waits 
for reply...



He reacts as he hears becky:
“Hello? Is someone else out there?”

“Becky?! It’s travis!”



Slide right thru grass... ...slow rack focus to becky:
“Travis?!”
Travis o.s.: “I’m here! I’m here too!”

Track left to find cal:
“What—?!”
Becky o.s.:”how the hell did you—?!
Travis o.s.: “I don’t know...but I’m here!”
Cal: “why? Why the fuck are you here?!!”

ECU hard profile becky

Travis o.s.: “I came looking for you!”
Becky: “then how did you get here before us?”
Travis o.s.: “ I don’t know”.

- complementary angle on travis 

Travis: “you’re here now. we’re all here.”
B o.s.: “I still can’t believe it”
Tobin o.s.: “travis?! is that you?!”
Travis: Tobin? You okay?
Cal o.s.: “ I found Freddy. He’s dead...”

- rest of dialogue from these angles -
Cal o.s.: “who’s freddy?”
Tobin o.s.: “my dog...
...
Becky: and it didn’t work.

Travis: “this time I think it might. Just 
follow tobin’s voice... Tobin? Start 
talking.”
Tobin o.s.: “like what Becky’s doing?”
Travis: “yeah, just like that.”

Tobin o.s.: “okay... There was once a man 
named mcsweeney, who, uh...”



Push past dead freddy to...

“Just to be couth... uh... I forgot the next 
part..”

Find Tobin:

“He put something on his weeny... and slipped 
it in a martini!”

Track with travis following tobin’s voice...

Tobin: “what’s a martini?”

Travis opens curtain of grass to find Tobin...

Travis: “it’s a drink.” Tobin sees travis for first time:
“You’re travis?”

Tobin turns to Becky’s voice:
“And it’s a dirty rhyme. Not for kids.”

30 FPS beck appears



Becky emerges from the grass 30 fps, push in—
Travis reacts to seeing becky...

Travis looks down at her belly. Becky is self-conscious...

Becky reacts to cal’s voice from the grass:

“Becky!”

On travis...

Turns as cal appears. Becky runs to cal first...



Over travis—
Becky and cal embrace

Over beck and cal—
Travis watches

Cal: “it’s okay, now. It’s okay.”
Becky: “how is this possible?”

Over freddy to the group-
Travis: “the field doesn’t move dead things”

Tobin reacts

Cal: “that makes no sense.” Travis: “name one thing here that does.”

High angle on the group—
Becky: “so, what are we going to do?”
Travis: “i don’t know. I don’t have a fucking 
clue... sorry, kid.”

Becky lets out a groan of pain...



Travis is concerned Cal’s turns his attention to becky:

“You all right?
Becky: “yeah, yeah... really”

Cal turns back to travis:

“There has to be a reasonable explanation 
for all of this.”

Travis: “like what?”

Cal: “like maybe something that grows 
here... something that causes 
hallucinations.”

Travis: “i haven’t seen anything but grass.”

Becky: “something airborne, like spores?
Travis: “that are giving us the same 
hallucinations?”
Cal: “who’s to say if this is your 
hallucination or mine?”



ECU eye in the grass—

Travis: “it’s nobody’s. this is real. Things 
just... move around here.”

Pov long lens through grass at becky...

She sense it...

Becky pov of grass...
Is someone there?

Cal: “so explain to us again how you got 
here?”

Low angle travis. Breeze blows through grass

Travis: “i followed you”
...
“I don’t know how to explain it... but let’s just focus on 
how the hell to get out.”

Low angle: becky and cal as breeze blows—

Cal: “well, I’m not making becky blindly 
walk through wonderland anymore. We need 
a plan of some kind.”

On travis (wind):
“We can’t just sit here. I think we should 
move.”

...Grass obscures travis. Blowing grass reveals becky:
“i agree.”



...Grass obscures becky. Blowing grass reveals cal:
“In which direction?”

Becky: “i don’t want to stay here... someone 
is watching us. I can feel it.”

They look around...
Cal: “it’s going to be dark soon...we need to rest...”
Travis: “...we need to get moving.”
Cal: “you of all people are in no position to...”

Travis steps up to cal:
“Wasn’t my idea to go on a road trip. What 
exactly was the point anyway?”

Becky steps in between them:
“Look, can we just not get into this right 
now?”

Travis crouches down to Tobin:

“Hey, buddy. Hop on my shoulders.”

He lifts tobin on.

Tobin on travis’ shoulders
Boom up with Tobin...



Boom up with Tobin as he clears the grass... Wide shot of Tobin

Travis: “see anything other than grass?” Tobin: “just grass and more grass... wait—“

Tobin pov: bowladrome visible on the 
horizon.

Travis: “what?”
Tobin: “a building, i think...”
Cal: “that church?”
Tobin: “no... i can’t tell. It’s too far 
away...”

Low angle on tobin and travis—
Travis: “which way?”
Tobin casts a finger in the direction...

Travis and cal exchange looks...



Cal eyes travis as he heads out. Becky looks to cal before she departs...

Reverse: Cal finally has no choice but to 
follow...

As he does... shape moves thru fg!

i.*•ao-i.e.



Start in grass... Boom up to tobin coming toward camera

Track tobin—
The building is closer

Low angle, tracking tobin and travis—
Travis: “still see it?”
Tobin: “getting closer.”

Cal: “i don’t suppose you told anyone where 
you were headed?”
Travis: “sure. Not that it’ll make a 
difference.”
...
Becky: “you did.”

Steadicam follow: Over becky to travis—
Travis: “sure i did. And everyone thought i 
was crazy for trying.”

steadicam lead: Cu on becky, touched by 
Travis’ devotion...

steadicam lead: Cu on cal, casting a sideways 
glance...



Becky sees this... Takes out her phone—
Becky: “been a while since i checked.”

(Tracking) Cu on phone: zero bars, display 
goes skewy...

Extreme low angle on becky—
Pain in her belly — she drops phone —

Procession stops—
Cal: “you okay?”
Becky: ‘fine. Just fine. A kick, i think.”

Tobin: “is the baby coming soon?”

Becky recovers—
“She’s due in three months.”

Cu on travis—
“She?”



Cu on becky—
“I didn’t want to wait to find out. Ginny is 
what I’m calling her. For now anyway. After 
my aunt, virginia.”

Travis: “Ginny...”

Becky moves closer to travis—
“You don’t like it?”
Travis: “it’s cool. Old school.”
Becky: “she’s lively. She moves a lot.”

She takes his hand...

...and places it on her belly. Close profile: becky thaws as he feels the 
baby inside her...

Close profile: Travis reacts as he feels the 
kick...

Travis: “lively is the word for it.”



Cal bg—
Becky feels cal’s eyes on her...

Travis notices cal’s disapproval too...

Travis drops his hand... The moment is interrupted by the ring of 
beck’s phone.

They freeze... Cu on ringing phone on ground...

Alt shot:  close focus on caterpillar on 
leaf in fg, phone bg.

Cal picks up phone...



Boom up to cal... looks at phone... Turns the display to camera—
Rebecca deputy is calling!

Reverse on becky and travis—
Becky reacts
Nobody speaks...

Grass waves in breeze...

High angle on becky, puts phone to ear—
“Hello?”

Becky puts phone on speaker as cal and 
travis gather close to hear—
“Don’t let—(static)—he’s gonna ruin 
everything—(static)”

Cu on Tobin listening... Cu on phone: Becky’s reflection on messed 
up screen...
“Just don’t leave—(static)—mistake again 
forever—(static)—“



— low angle: screaming from phone —

They react.

Becky: “hello? What’s going on...?”

Over travis on cal and becky—
Becky: “that wasn’t a hallucination”
Cal: “okay, but what was it?”

Travis shakes his head—
“One more reason to keep moving.”

Travis turns and heads out, becky following, 
cal lingers... push in to him...

Come up close to cal, suspicion in his eyes. 
He follows the others...

And we continue pushing in past him... and 
into the grass...

Where we discover someone watching...

Continue pushing in...

...to a ECU of the watcher’s eye.



Gliding over endless field...

(Change to day)

See tobin...

Getting closer... “I can see it real close”

Come around 180 to see building... Boom down to travis:
“All right then. Let’s pick up the pace.”

Lead group Lat. track Becky and travis...
He glances at becky—
Becky: “what?”
Travis eyes the pendant...
Travis: “you kept him.”



Insert cu: the pendant
Becky: “he’s cute”.

Lat. track travis’ side—
Becky: “and yes, it reminds me of our first 
date.”
Travis: “you’re an odd one, Rebecca demuth.”
Becky: “look who’s talking.”

Becky slows... feels eyes on her...
Travis: “you okay?”
Becky: “i feel like a sack of amniotic fluid 
with legs.  But I’ll manage.”

Cal steps up—
“Maybe if you focus less on her and more on 
where we’re going we’d all get there a lot 
faster.”

Travis doesn’t test it, and continues 
onward...

Cal and becky pause—
Cal: “you sure you’re okay?”
Becky: “yes. I’m fine, cal. Cross my heart.”

Becky follows cal out of frame...




